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There are'dram c changes in the principal-.
ship, particularly over the past decade. n 195g,
when I Wab.appointed principAl,.I was the ing and,
.what I said waf law. That's not true anymore.'

'
Shady fieightsTrincipal,

;Disputes peesist about the effects 'of teacher unionism,

but all sides'agree'that it hap changed the position, dis-

cretion, and obligations of tA.prillICinal. And yet, it is

not cleat what the character o;alextent df these changes is

dit ighat.they.Mean for the schools.) Have,teachers transferred

their :allegiance to the. union? Has collective bargaining

transfbrmevd principals into Mere functionaries, irrelevant

to the important work of schOoliag? Is it possible, as one.

principal remarked Only half facetiously, that "Soon perhaps

ybu won't even need the ptincip'al. You'll have the union.

They'll run -everything,"?

This papet examines the effects ot collec:tiite bargaining

on the role of the principal and the management of the

school. I conclude that the work of principals has indeed

become more difficult with collective bar aining. 'heir

poier and autonomy'have been diminished by district office

efforts to standarize school pra-ctices, to centralize labor
/-

7relaLons expertise, and to ally with union leaderAeto ensure

contract coMpliance.
.

Meanwhile, the priricipals' power has A,
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been eroded in the schools by a'contraA, that legitimizes

the authority of the union, restricts the administrator's

right to _regulate teachers'uSe of non-teachingktime, and

establishes procedUres by which teachers can challenge

administrative actions. This paper reviews the ways in

.which the principal'-sautonomy has been reduced by district

level changes and,b1.7 constraints imposed at the school

site by teachers and their contract.

Yet this is only part of the story. Despite substantial

reductions in the principal's poWer and diScretion, some

scho. 1 administrators in eveh.the strongest union"distficts

contin e to manage their schools effectively andto elicit

high levels of teacher support and service. What makes this

possible? .Principalsin this study who copedeffectilAely

with collective bargaining in their schools were aware that

certain features'of school organizations moderate the effect

of collective bargaining. These include the interdependence

of teachers Ad-principals, the breadth oeteacher c(enicerns

that ,extend well beyond what is defined by the contract, and

teacher ambivalence about unionism. The second part examines

thefactors in the school organizatfion that enable Skillful

.administrators to make labor relations work despite consider-,

able restrictions on their auto9omy.

Given tse realities of the school organization,

prit*-Tpals'respond'aifferently to the demands of teacher

unionism in their Schools. Some adopt aggressive strategies

of management; some resort to defensive strategi SI and some

prefer strategies that capitalize on their interdependence
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with teachers. The third part of the paper will review the

characteristics of each of these strategies and assess its .

effects on school labor relations.

This research was conducted in a diverse sample of six

school districts which have been assigned fictitious names

here. Table I summarizes some impqrtant differences in the

districts. In-depth interviews were conducted with 289

teachers and administrators in the districts. Details of

the research methodology are included in-the Appendix.

I. CONSTRAINTS FROM ABOVE AND BELOW

Collective bargaining has redistributed power within

the school district. By centralizing labor relations at

the district level and .by broadly expanding the rights of
11,

teachers within the school, collective bargaining has

reduced the power,of principals. Once largely autonomous

in administering their,schools principals are now subject

to constrai ts from both above and below them.

---

Change in District Level 'Practices

The' teak here' contract, being centrally negotiated and

administered establishes policy and practices for all

teachers, .pr ncipals, and schools within a district. Schoo'

districts, k own for their lack of coordination and regulation

of school-sit practice are, under collective bargaining,

expected to b have hierarchically. Control, informStion,

authority, and expertise are assumed to be at the -Ebp of

the organizatk ; the contract is intended to standarize

policies et-all Schools. The school department management
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acts on grievances sentup from the schools and decides

whether to settle or arbitrate their/. Priricipals are

expected to meet district-wide deadlines for teacher

observations and evaluations. .Seniority lists govern

layoffs for all district teachers. Arbitration decisions

establish precedents that regulate practices in all schools

in a district.

Collective bargaining has provided district administra-

tors with new leverage over principals who have :traditionally

acted independently. There are sanctions against particu-

laristic school practices and .incentives for itandardized,..

centralized administration of the contract. The time and

expense of processing grievances and arbitrations, the

threat of unwise.precedentsbeing set by careless school-

site adminstration, and complaints by the union that the

school department does not keep its side, of .the bargain have

been translated into pressure on the principal to honot the

contract, comply with district directives, and not make

mistakes.

Furthermore, labor expertipe in the district is centralized.

While not an esoteric science, labbr relations can be compli-

cated and require more of a principal than common sense.

Principals must know their contractual obligations, learn how

to write defensible evaluations, be faMiliar with grievance

and arbitration decisions throughout the district, and under-

stand how to respond to a grievance. The centralized.expertise

of the sample districts increased with contract complexity.
. .

While most districts had but one administrator responsible, pr.
ry
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district, with the strbngest union and contract, had an _---/

,
adminierative department of n professionals to oversee

school site labor practices

,In all but one district there also develOped an

;
alliance between union lead rs and district 'administrators

v

to ensure contract comnliance and smooth labor ,operatitons.

In Shady Heights, the personnel director and union presideilt

were decr$0...es having "the same 'ob. .Eut they work for

different sides." In PlAntville hilbersonnel ditebtor
4

7"'
reported that together,heand t e union p 'dent "Ptit

. (_..-

out the brush fides." In Metropolis, union and-school

department staff were often said to work togeth4r ttbrin%

about contract compliance; usually'a recalcitra or-inept

principal was the target of th etfOrts.

Ahtractuaf Constraints at the School Site

In addition to these restrigtions on school site autonomy

imposed by the district administration as a reSu
d

!collective bargaining, orincinals are cpnstrgin d by the

tteachers' contract that their control of

compAition, restricts theirright to regulate teacHer.

services or use of time, entitles teachers to ciri-lenge

administrative_actions through the-grievance Process, and

0 a

'introduCes the competing authbrity of the union r7reseAtativ;e

Pr-uriton.committe4 into pie school.
. 4

During the 1950's, principals had not only the right but

the responsibility tocstaff.their schools.* Expanding enrollments

and. teach shortages led principals to actively rcruit



teachers from inside and outside the dist ict. Declining"

enrollments and seniority layoff and\transfer provisions

.negotiated in some districts'have restricted the principal's

controlover who teaches in the school. The contracts

of Shady Heights, Plantville, Mill CitY,and Metropolis

require teacher layoffs and 'transfers to follow seniority

order. In these'districts, princip4ls could do little to

guarantee that their teachers were qualified to meet

particular program needs or shared allegiance to them.

Further, procedural restrictions on the principal's power

to transfer or terminate teachers for poor performance

reducesthe prncipal's control over who staffs

The teachers' contract also has reduced t

ri4ht to

e school.

princip !s

control teachers' time, bo h hdw long tliey sped in

school and what they clo

one sampleditrict had

while there j Teachers i all'buf

a co)Itrac ualW defined work day,

bore or aster which the principa ..:could not expect:them

to be on y. In most districts,

could determiner+, and wh re th y would s
A

teacher , not principrs,

air

):reparation period . No tea4h t .could be

cafeteria duty d ing their lunch;

could not be assigned to lunch dut

retained authority over teacheys' c

§signed to

in some districts they

ai all. While principals
*

assroom time, they were -

restricted by th contract in regul ting the vise of

teaching time./ As one principal s "I can't say

and'Do this a ymore."\

non-

'Be here'.
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Principals also could not assign tudehts to classes or,,

z
however they,is'110.d. Several contractsteachers to cou

set limits on lass size and prdhibited the principal from

creating large d small cl ailMes for particular subjects or

44

t
(g..)

groups of studen s. There,were further restrictions on the
('

:NT,

4nds of teachin programs to which principals could assign

teachers. ndary teachers in Shady Heights could not

be asked to teach more than two subject areas. Metropolis

"cteaAers coul t be. assigned to more than three grade

levels, four preparations, or three consecutive teaching

1, plriods.

Also, principals no longer have the final say in disputes

aboul.school policies and practice because grievance proce-
.

duresiprovide teachers the right.to challenge zdministratiVe
1°

actioni. Some contracts permit grietnces only about(
.r.

l
_

. ,

contractual violatioRsprothets allow teachers` to grieve any

dissatisfactioh in the school. While 'the number off grievances

I

about school practices was found to be smpll, (1-5 per year)

a teacher's very access to these formal and sometithes hostile

procedures inhibits the. principal's autorio7. Casual

comments, complaints', reminders, warnings, and hreats all

carry with them the implicit threat of a grievance, making
,z4,

principals now accountable.to the teachers they sulrvise:

Finally, c61 ectiv9 bargaining has introduced ints4

'*schoo4 the'Compe ing authority of the union in the roles of

udion representative or building committee members.. 'In

each district studied, the union had specified rights

ljthin the school.g., separate bul etinboard spas
iNis

access to teacher maj boxes, the right to hold-membershi

t-
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meetings and make announcementsduring taff meetings._ All

districts had union representatives wi hin schools who responded
..,

to, teacher complaints, acc54anied teachers to'discinlinary
t . 1

'meetings and watched over the. enf rcement of the contract.

The contracts of Plantville, Sha Heights, and Metropolis

also prescribedunion lyilding committees that would meet/ :.

egularly and advise the principal on school policies and

prac ces.

II. THE SCHOOL ORGANIZA ION AND UNIONISM

I

These faptors, in combination, might ilk expected to

1

disable school administrators. If teacher contracts were fully

and literally implemented, if principals were not,free to

exercise administrative judgment, if teachers and principals
.

a
wenstruleibound and-adversarial ip heir rolesd responses,

_ '-

then students rand programs would 1 ely be harmed.

Hoever, the evidence from therschools suggests that while

some princiDdls..repOrtfLving itrouble administering their
f

- IL ,

. schools under collective bargaining, fiany others do not. While

Aro,' 4013/4,

the'presende df the.icontract and the union made thework

m re difficult, sorb principalshtinued to be effective.
1 '

istrators of d'schools.

T4e principalsunderstood tht interdependence

,teachers and administrators and relied on th

to manage' the schools. They understood that

mutual inte4ests

achers hdve a
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far wider range of concerns than those addressed by the contract

and that some of what they seek can only be provided by the

prinqapal. Finally, these administrators understood that

teachers regard themselves as far more than union members.

Effective principals responded to teachers in this broader

context.

. Interdependence in the' Schools
4,

Even before the acAnt of collective bargaining,
...

elationshlp between teachers and principals was highly inter-

ependent. The success of eachipep ed, in part, on the

cooperatlon of the other. Teachers uld not be effective,in

their classrooms without fair and balanced class assignments,
I

while principals could lure order in the school only if
. .'

.

teachers upheld adminidtrative rules and policies. Principals
4 -----

could not supervie all the activities in the school and

instead, granted teachers considerable discretiOn in their

work. In return teachers off e their allegiance. The-

principal an91 teachers, like the mily to which theyare often

./,compared, ;informally negotiateiii ways of working together tat

servea-their mutual interests.Tolpe Sure, some of those
..

ffamilies were represteive, some of the princlPals dictatorial,
A

and some
i
of the teacherS . But in general, norms of - .

teacher-administrator reciprociy td0( recedence over narrow

/
, V

J

\j1
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4

rules and definitions of responsibilities.

Collective bargaining4-teacher unions and contracts have

been introduced at the school site into the context of this
S

interdependence. Teachers and principals have generally

0#"-dOwnplayed their role __As labor and management and avoided

literal ihterp4ation and enforcemeht of the contract.
0

a small number of contract provisions wertr found in this study'
ff.-

to be uniformly implemented --,seniority layoffs and transfers,
i s '

duty-free lunch, an 'Class size limits1-- most provisions

, \
regarding teacherlisdrvice and performance and teacher-adMini-'

. .

strator relations were informally teinterpreted and renAgotiated
-,,

,

at the school site, giving rise to extensive-7fiffi-adistrict
..

.

viriation in labor practids. Because the contract does'not

and cannot define everything that is impdrtantto them, teachers
,

. - ,

rand principals are constantly balancing and trading ttieir. ....e.,

\oncerns and interests.in,a +ceSS that vaiiously

enforces,
,.. modifies or ignores contract Provisions.N

e \ ..

TeacherI,
s

.

,

'emphasize their roles as Im on-members and 4re often prepared

being,ambivalent in,their union buPport, are-lreluctant to
I

4

. 4

k ...r-ed o

/to compromise and cooperd ein order to achieVe sh&red
... ..

A

educational goals. followinglowing discussion shows that teachersit 1

...

must rely_9n the principal rather than the union oricontract

11 . ,

J Terse findings are dismissed more fully in "Implemsiiiing
ConaCts in the Schools," delivered at the annual coi0exqbce
Of,prie Arperican, Educational Research Associatioh April, 1981.

12
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for much of what they Want' in their work.
4

Teadhers: What they Want ant' Ho they.View Unionism

Qv. .

U
d

While it may be appropriate to s k of,nion priorities
'

.. a
,. .

A
when.idonsidering di4rict.level labor issues, it is:necessary

i
to speak of teacher prioritieslat the school site. For in

.

this setting, union affiliation is but part?'Of the teacher's

concerns. The relation between,teachers and principals

-exeends well beyond the relationship between labor and

management. Labor relations at, the school site must be

understood in this larger context.

rL7('There was markable consensus among the. 189 teachers

interviewedlfor this study *out what they want in their work.

First, they seek salaries that enable them to live comfortably.

Second, teachers want the job security they believe is due

them, in exchange for accepting positions of public service.'

They not only want to retain jobs but also positions in

patticular schools, grades and classrooms.

A third concern of teachers is that they be assigned-a

reasonable number of students and a reasonable number of

classes. Many teachers: believe that the size of their teaching

load -- both in number of students and classes -- determines

the possibility of success in their work. Maintaining class

size limits also protects jobs; -and therefore is of importance

for two reasons.

13



'A four priority of the ,teachers in this study is the

reduction-or elimination of non-teaching duties, e:g., cleridal

I jobs, cafeteria supervision, lavatory duty, which they regard as

7Thunprofessional'and a misuse of their time. A fifth and

related concernis the teachers' desire for dbn,teaching

during which they can relax, eat lunch and catch up on work.

They resent having this time controlled or withdrawn unexpect-

edly by administrators.

Sixth, teachers want equitable treatment. They resent

favoritism and School politics, and they seek-assurances that

important decisions such as transfers, and routine decisions

such as duty rosters, will be made in orderlyand fair ways.

Seventh, teachers expect a modest amount of influence

over school*policies and practices, particularly those that

affect their lassroome. They like to be consulted about such

things as textbook selection, budget decisions, discipline

policies, or grading practices. Apcy want the.opportunity to

initiate change. However, they do not want large-scale

responsiity for school-wide matters; their attention centers'

on their classrooms.

Student discipline was one of the most frequently

mentioned concerns df teachers, who belieVed that order in

their classrooms depended in part on the overall order of the

school. Poor student attendance, fi7)ting in the halls, and

14
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/ .. .

disrespect at r cess were all viewed by teachers as evidgnce

of administra ye shortcomings. Furtheripore, teachers wanted

assurance of ive-s-ttport if they sent st nts to
,

_
.

theoffice; some reported that their Classroom success depended

on students'.awareness of that backing.
.

Security within the school is an issue related to disqi-/° V _
.plinp. Howevek, in urban schools intruderS are known to

haye assanited teachers and 'students, it is a broader issue

/

req icing more-than 'tough 'discipline practices with students. 01,
,

'It may call for locked entrances, assigned 4uardse and repaired
(

,

.

i i

ay

intercoms.. In shoals where attacks had occurred, security

was a very prominent concern for teachers, leading in one

school to a march on the'principia's office.

A tenth 'concern expressed by teachekS in this study is

the,lack'of parental support and public regard for their work.

4.

If teachers could regulate such things, they would arrange

for parents to emphaSize the value of school with their children,

monitor homework, endorse a teacher's expectations for good-

behavior, and respect the teacher's expertise. Teachers were

dissatisfied with their current low public esteem and said that

it affected both their classroom success and their sense of

professional worth.

15
I
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Finally, teachers want to work with effective principals,

0

intenance of the school, but who also provide direction

4 dministrators who'not only assure the ordery security, and 2

ta direction,

leadership, and high standards for student and teacher success.

Such' administrators are said to be visible, Active and princi-.

'pled; they expect the teachers to be as well.

Some of what t4chers want can be addressed y collective

bargaining; some cannot. Many of the concerns discussed

above have been dealt wi6 in: the contracts of this study, and

'bargaining gains have 11 ped teachers achieve their ends. In

some cases, the
0

example, when to

hers can readily enforce their gains. For

rs win the right to a duty-free lunch in

negotiation, the issue is largely resolved. In other cases,

provisions are dependent on adthinistrative cooperation for

4

their implementation. For example, teacher expectations of

equity are included i contractual provisions calling for'fair

rosters; however fairness, being undefined, rests largely with

the administator. Teacher participation in decisionmaking

can be provided for by the creation of a building'advisory

committee, but the effectiveness of the committee can be,

easily undercut by the principal -.

There are certain of these teacher concerns that are

not bargainable, including guarantees of pareht support, Tublic

regard and administrative leadership. But pringipals who proved

16



to adMinister schools effectively under collective bargaining

Mere attentive to theNissues as well as to those addressed

by the contract. Stichprincipals were also w 1 aware that ,

teachers are ambivalent about unionism, th t they.seldom wt4t

14%to be viewed strictly as" union" Members who singlemihdedly

enforce thO?c8ntract in the school; 4

While teachers perceive collectibe bargaining to have
0

improved their salaries, limited the size and numbeT of their
/

clatses, and tempered administrative abuse, they are uneasy

about its effects on their professionalNetatus,

f their. relationships with administators, and on the

c mpetence and-performace of their peers. While level of .

union membership may be high and while teachers may ofrer-

)-

.whelmingly 'support strikes during strained negotiations, many

report having strong reservations about both the otion of

unionism. and 'the conduct of their local organization.

In this study, thete were many teachers like this one

who regretted the necessity of bargaining:

;I'm an' idealist and would like to believe,that
it would ngt be neces ary, that these thihgs-Could be
settled without a form organization, but I
think.tirt" ,it's probably unrealistic at this
time.

'There were other teachers who firmly believed that virtually
?-

all educational gains were union accomplishments that would be

swept away if it taeren't for the continued presence and activity
4

17
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Of the union. While'thre was overwhelming, 'if sometimes

reluctant agreement among teachers in all sample districts about the

continued necessity of collectiVe bargainihg for teachers, few
?

teachers reported full satisfaction with the contract or the

action of their organizatibn.

)Some teachers were dissatisfied w th the cost and the
1

itics of their state or national affiliate. There were

achers ineachidistrict dissatisfied with the aArersarial

relations-and the "excessive concern for contract compliance"

that accompanied collective bargainkng.

t" <Fope teachers repudiated the,blue.collar image of unions

pickets,Imobs

with professionglism. Oneo.f,the most frequently Voiced dis-,

conTrontation -- that they considered incompatible10

satisfac,tions. A both active and inacti-AT union members, was

ithat unions, in meeting, their obligation to fairly represent

'all teachers, protect%poor teachers. Some teachers in all

districts criticiied"the unions' pursuit of high salaries and

reduced duties at the erense Of well-maintaied buildings,

adquate
,
supplies %Ad eci ,pipment-and in-service training. As

. .
.

one Metropolis teacher, said, "There's too '4, emphasis on

me'." 41v

These were the recurring:criticisms'and disSatis6.ction about

unions and qollective ba±gaining. Most teachers interviewed

, focussed on one or two pbints of dissatisfaction that were

offset by points of,agreement. Few teachers expressed total

18
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disapproval, jpst as f w voiced unconditional acceptance.

Collective bargaining w s' viewed aslia useful and necessary

means to achieve narrow bjectives rather than a cause

deserving cdnstant *d u conditional committment. At the

district level, where the voice of one teacher might be

inaudible, teachers accepted the necessity'of

However,interests through the union.

pursuing their

at the school site,

where teachers were .known individually and wher they had the

opportunity toact on their own behalf with inistrators,

they were far less likely to stress their.pnion identities.

III. THE RESPONSES OF PRINCIPALS 54.4

In the schools of this study, it was.apparent that the
",t

teachers' decisions to,ally with others as ,union members, to,

define teacher interests in opposition to administrative

interests and to pursue problems through formal procedures were

./
highly dependent on-the attitudes and actions of the princi-

4

pal. If the ,principal was attentive to the thing that

teachers *anted and successful, in helping co achie e they,

teachers were likely to endorse administrative priorities

overlook occasional contract violations, avoid rmal grievance

procedures and bend the contract in the interests of the school.

'Administrative compliance with the collective bargaining

Ow agreement explained but apart o to teacher support

19
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effective principals enjoyed. In-addition, these administ-

rators were active, responsive, decisive, and'held high

expectations of teachers. Teachers respected them for t eir

performance even though that performance might occasio allY

compromise teacher rights and freedoms. These principal

,kriew the importance of job security, class si , and

teaching time for their staff an they prote( ct hose

interests. They emphasized t portvice of,the classroom

and a teacher's instructional respon4bilities and sought

to minimize unnecessary non -instructional duties. They

provided oppb2"tunities for teachers to influencg'adminitrative
.

decisions. They were perceived by teachers to be under -N,
J -Q

'standIilg and evenhanded in their dealings with staff; they

play4d no favorites.'' J
,

if
These priricipalS we also responsive to teachers'

non-contractu* concern ibose things that enhanced the
. .

reputatiOn.otthe schoo and thus the teacher's sense of

,--:----,

.

proTsional sta1iding., ese included firM discipline.

practi escommunity', g
y relations,q1igh stancardt for

q,,

.teaching performance and the pursuit of incompetent or mediocre

-1 4staff, ;

While cbllective bargaining. had unquestionably complicated

the work of principals, the organization of the school provided

2
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them yith the opportunity to achieve sufficient aetOnomy and

influence to manage.their schools well. One Shady Heights

princieal as7essed the constraints imposed on hirtaministratfon

by collective bargaining:

Principals dO in f et, have a few restrictions.
But we don't real y understand how to use all
the power that. we have.' We don't even know
where -all, the buttods are that might be
pushed. -

. .

Principals responded to the realities of the schodl and

the,demands of collective bargaining with a variety of strategies.
'I. I

.

Some embraced the oek6ortunity to involve teachers in sAool
C

management while others strictlly linited teachers to advisory.
, ...

rdles. A, ew used the contract to manage the school and
4

-insisted on literal complian witits provisions,
)

while
c,.

ACminimized its role and.relied instead on reciprocal

relations,with teachers to get things.done. While most carefully

complied with the contract, some did so in, order to p4ese'rve
k ;

their right to exercise all available management prerogatives,
,

while others ald ,so'Nly to avoid trouble. There' were a
, .

C small number'of principals who actively opposed the union and

a small numberwho abdicated to,,it. Some principals coped
, .

well', most managed, and a few didn't cope. 4

The following strategies were 'the most prevalent responses

of principals to collective barAining in their schools.

21
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Beaa'usestillis l<sts alternative strategies, it necessarily

responses! Mostsimplifies wh t acre actually very Fomplicated

principals w re not consistent in the strategies they used,

often being InflUenced by time, the issue, and the per nal-

ities of the ituation. Yet there did appear to be.doriknallf

modes of respo e.
a /

Meet th APr of the Contract: An Aggressive Strate

This strateg, was typically used by principals 4o were

described as euthorarian.

opportunity to

trative ends.

dft /4efter

\jilo

were

They saw in, the contract the

manage their schools and achieve some adminis-
,

They,typAally *new the contract irrdetaigo.,

than t4-teachers and union'representatives, and

unintimidwted by its

such principal exelained, "My philosop

to know thelcontract well. I tri-to squeeze out

constraints and profibiges. One

on labor relations

very

ment prerogative available." This Metropolis rincipal

was pdrticul;hy effective' in documelpg the weakne ses of
. .

,

incompetent teathers and moving them out of his school. He had
,

(
)

never lost a grievance over an unsatisfactory rating; he had

maptered the procedures and used 'them confidently and aggres7

to improve the quality ofdteaching in his school.

A Plantville principal who was criticized by a union
. v . ..

leader for'regarding the contract X. "an optional document
/
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was very knowledgeable about the contract. He used its

-1_language to justify different purposes at different timesj tro

avoid large classes, combine class , or oppose combipatiohs

whed that seemed best.
1-

'Am elemental-1r incpal in Metropolis recognized Oat
7

thercontract did, not restrict her Authority' overt cuiriculirl

decisions.

writing in

She required teachers to supervise journal

their classes each day even though she knew-they

did not unanimously supiort the task., She used the contract

language.to defend her right to do so.

A-junior hiogh school-prinipal in Metropolis \used the

language of the contract to assign teacheis,to cafeteria duty,
4

when Virtually.allt'other principals free4,teachers from the

task. The contract A-equFred him to relieve teachers of non -,

teaching duties "to the extent possible," and he successfully ,

contended that the supervision demands of hiS.schoOl made such

a change impossible.

Avoid Contract Violations: A Defensive Strategy
4,

This strategy was usually used by principals who were

described by
\
their teachers as laissez-faire administrators.

While 'Principals who u4ed the contract aggressively to manage

their schools knew it in detail, those who complied with the

-

23
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contract as a

it said. They wet

them than how it emp6wered them.' Not only did these ptincipals'l

,111
sive strategy.. were less certain about what

better informed about how it liritedColt e

make sure that they met all their contractual obligations,

---N...
but they were. reluctant`fo ask tear ems to bend the contract

ti

in any way, and in some cases they ted more concessions
v.. is, y

.

J

to the union than were. cont cessary.
.i.

.Theseprinci als wer* pLmar ncerned with protecting
/ ..

th mseIveg.agair st challenge by th= union. While the principals

who used the contract aggressively w uld test the,limits of

their administrative power, thes- rineipals would stay safetly

ithin its zones. One Shady ights principal paid,"I

function defensively, in anticipation of the problems."
,

. .

Another said,'"1 never put myself in a si uation where I coMe

up with egq,on my face." For example, this rincipal explained

that the PTO 'ften requests evening programs ith student

0-

activities. ver, assuming,that the teacher would not

volunteer for such activities, he did not encOurlge them.

Princi,Rials who function defensively rarely4equire building
a

supervision by faculty beyond'what the ckInt t specifies.

°
rr ,

Some have tried-ank failed and are relu t to try ag'ain:

One principal described this reaction:
o

24
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1 Some time go when I was stuck and whenAI...
needed teac ers to oovpr special-.duties, I
mould ask t e teache to take those duties'
on a Totat'ng basisk owever,i/I was duly
informed, ' ou're not- uOposed to do that."
And'so lun , rece it's a reel mess.
)I'm.hamstrung; Ism red out. When I w \'

informed of that i was as.much as to
"You're riot suppo e to ask teachers to o
anything." And the result of that --
it's a little bit of intimi tioh.

The consequence of this defpnsive strategy for some principals -

...
, 2

was that they exaggerated the constraints placed on them 4 :
. ,

the contract. One Shady Heights principal who was particu arly

discouraged said

All of'these things, in their cumdlative effect 1
well they make you cautious. _You think there will
be a ruckus, there will be complaints, there will'
be a grievance. And the total effect i intimidating.
So you avoid, and the principal ends u doing

.

everything. You know, teacher& are bo d; they're-_,
outspoken -- not all by any me s, but enough

outspoken-ones who are outsboke well they Ifilluence
the others. Now I won't go to7the otherlteachers
for help bec4use then the big union teachers will
go and tell them not to work. They have influence.
You might say there are unwritten things, unspoken'
things, that have influence on the school. So e
instead of- getting yourself into trouble,, you do
the thing yourself.

A Reciprocal Str tegy '

Principals who utilize a reciprocal strategy are usually

very aware of their contractual constraints and obligations,

but intentionally de- emphasize them with their teachers. This

stategy actually manifests itself in two,formy. One is the

"one hand washes the other" approach in which there is a

conscious trade of favors bektweenprincipal and teachers. ""'f."-Ir-

25.
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14,, 4.c

, a
9',4Pf a conviction bewteen teachers

.:.-. '- ,, .

ivAccess is',iaferdependent:they musts
\ .

work together for -the goolof.-ietudents and the good of the
.:. , fwIr .

,

school. Principals who administer schools on these tEJrms are t

,
J. I .

tten:--detdried:as demOcYatic. In eacklnstance, the Principal/
. . .

. .

The .other is,.thetoopste

'and; priWCipals that- th
/

seks to have teachers regrd the

than -a' rulebook.

contract As.a guide rather

A P

Many kincipalg who cons'kiously.traded'favors would

occasignally permit teachers.to violate the contract with the

un de nding that eventually they would reciprbcate. A

te4cheOn one school where

c)
relationship said:

The principa)h.n
the teachers Fo
limit on prior no
Sometimes peopil.
Th4y've bent that

theCprincipal encouraged such a'

, >

s thecon'tract on'behall of
example, there's a three day
ice for profession 1 days.
n't give -that kin 'of /notice.
one for me alr a . The

administraon here is not dogmatic and'in
response, tbachers would respond with favors,

Th,principal of another school characterized the administratiVe

side'of this tradeoff, "If ytou do something for them and,.

they're happy, therithey will do

ebple happy.if you can.

1 TE:d favors traded

).

typically occasional

8vo id

d allow

' , A

something for you.. Keep

l
adein such schools were

a6ler than regular. The'principal would

allow teachers leave school early for medical appointments
-4

wouldacree t6Npick up. sfudenfs early -,fromand they,-in turn,

lunch On a rainy' day or attend an emergency meeting wit out

c)6

C
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comment. In these,schools there was a limited flexibility in

the contract that permitted bending provisions of secondary
V

importance to teachers.

The second type of reciprocal strategy is based less

exp ty on. traded favors than on the acceptance by both

teache and administrators that they needleach other d

that tog her they make the school work. In many schools,

teachers and principals likened the reciprocal ties to those

of the family. One principal emphasized that he does not

think of his teacher as "union members. They are part of the

family. There's nothing we can't work out among ourselves."

One Vista principal described the reciprocal process in his

school:

I believe that if rapport and communication are
really, truly part of the educational process,
there is no conflict in the roles of teacher-
educator and administrator-educator. As a
principal I violate the negotiated agreement and
the teachers know that I do. But they would
never file a grievance because we have already
discussed and agreed on what was right for the
kids.

hen.

An Assessment of Strategies

1.

No particular strategy provpd to be a prescription for

success in managing labor practices.at the school site. Each

had potential advantages and disadvantages.

The aggressive strategy of contract management was

effectiv in achieving cert4n defined ends -- transferring
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but it also encouraged formalism, literal contract inter-

pretation, and combattive responses from the union. It made

it diffimurta gain faculty cooperation for non-contractual

responsibilities such as sponsoring clubs, covering classes

of-absent teachers, or monitoring the halls between classes.

OA principal who used this strategy speculated. about the

difficulty of assessing it:

Even though I would win there would then be
periods of strife when the union would go
after me for other things. I don't know
whether this il.proach'is good. I don't
know what in elle end is effective. I

know there are principals who get along
with all their teachers. I don't know
if that is what's good.

The defensive strategy of laissez-faire administrators r

was successful in minimizing .the prominence of the union _and '

. concern about the contract in the school. Because such

principals rarely confronted teachers or violated the agreement,

there were few adversarial encounters in the school. When

the teaching staff was highly qualified and dedicated to

the school Father than to the union, this administrative style

enabled teachers .to cooperate effectively. However, in most

such schools teachers reported wanting more direction and

higher standards from their p ncipals.

Reciprocal strategies also enabled administrators and
_J
teachers to successfully fend off formalism and literal

contract enforcement, often to the advantage of students These,
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who employed defensive strategies, for this was an interdependent

arrangement with obligations for both sides. However, because

this was based on trust and allegiance, it occasionally created

what one principal called "soft spots" where principals were
*

reluctant to monitor performance closely and hold teachers

accountable for shortcomings.

Of the various strategies used by principals, the reci-

procal strategy was most consistent with the inArdependent

echaricter of the school organization and with the notions of

shared management central to collective bargaining. However,

the effectiveness of this strategy depends in large part on

maintaining a staff that share*common goals' and on being able

to shape school site practices without interference from

district level union officers. In all sample districts but

one that was readily achievable. However, in Metropolis

where administrative constraints were many, where prinGipals

retained no control over staff composition because of frequent

seniority transfers, and where district union staff members

were active in monitoring.contract compliance in the schools,

the maintenance of constructive reciprocal relationships was

extremely difficult. While one Metropolis administrator

_contended "the kinds of principals who succeeded before collec,

tive bargaining succeeded after it," it seemed that these
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principals now needed a combattive streak to survive. In

addition to being responsive to teacher concerns, the Metropolis

principal was expected by district administrators to be

"imperturbable," "have the courage of his convictions," and

be willing to take the "risky step and the flak that follows."

One administrator elaborated:

He's a person who knows where he's going. He's
able to lay down the law and people in his 'building
appreciate this kind of stability. But he also
has to be a kind of Type A person who is able to
say, "I have to set the limit here. I know that
the union will raise hell; they will scream and
yell and we will end up in grievances and even
in arbitration and the union will make a
.fool of me out of that, but I must do it anyway."

Some principals who cultivated cooperative relationships with

teachers had never before been required to take .this hard stand.

As this administrator said, "There are a lot of principals who

don't want to go 'through that, who will back off making

decis'ions and take the path of least resistance." Sometimes

that path leads out of education.

IV. CONCLUSION

The principal's formal powers have been redistributed under

collective bargaining. School administration is far more

16omplicate'd than it once was. Success is less certain and

shortcomingi are more obvious. However, the interdependent

nharanfpr of +hp pchnnl nraanizatinn. the breadth of teacher
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? .

.

4 t e

concerns, and teachers' ambivalence about unionism all provide
d

7
H

the principal ith the opportunity to shape and moderate the
c

effects of unionism ilh the schools.
,

The potentialof,collective bargaining to impair effective

sC4pol_operations has made the role of the principal more
cc:c

,

rather than less important. It is the principal who can

moderate the iipact of unionism in the.schools and shape

constructive labor relations. Collective bargaining has

constrained adMinistrative autonomy and empowered teachers to

challenge their superiors, but in doing so has also increased

the need for leadership in the school. Administrative

authority continues tobe exercised by.principals and welcomed

by teachers who remain , ready to commit themselves to a shared

educational venture. As one4 Shady Heights union member said,

"Quite frankly, it depends on the principal. It depends on

who's leadingt4*the parade."
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APPENDIX A

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

I. selected six districts that would represent a diverse

sample of those involved.in collective bargaining. Such a

sample would permit me to map the range and variation of

labor relatiops practices. Clearly, there are types of

districts that are not' represented in the sample. However,

the districts included in this sample are diverse in size,

controlling state stat AFT/NEA affiliation, regidnal17)
location, urban/suburbin/ u

.

ral character, racial and hnic

Cet'composition, enrollment and economic trends, strengt and

activity of the union, and strength of the contract. On

the basis of preliminary data, I began with hypotheses that

suggested that the effects of teacher unionism might be less

extensive, formal, and fixed than they are generally thought

to be. Consequently, I intentionally included districts

reputed to have militant unions and experience with strikes.

There were many possible combinations of districts that

might have compriSed this sample. Generally, districts

were selected because they were recommended by those familiar

with local"districts (SXA administrators union leaders,

community leaders, other scholeadministrators) as ones

that matched the combinations of characteristics I was

seeking. I selected the sample sequentially to ensure that
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the balance of variables could be maintained. I requested

entree into eight districts. Two refused my request; the

remaining six make up the final sample.

Within each district, I conducted in-depth i erviews

with central office administratdrs, union leaders, princkipals

and teachers. Because of the relatively small number of

central office administrators and union Officers, I inter-

viewed all who were identified as relevant to the research.

The selection of principals was made with the help of district

administrators and union leaders. Irequested a balanced
-----'

selection that varied in age and experience, sex, school

level and location, labor attitudes, and administrative

style. I r eatedly asiced those interviewed whether the

sample was 'balanced and representative of the range of

principals in the district."

After completing the interviews with principals, I

selected three to five schools in each district that seemed

to represent the range of grade level, location, administra-

tive style, and union activity within the district. With

the principal, I selected a sample of seven to fifteen

teachers, once again seeking diversity on a number of

variables: grade, subject, sex, union views, support or

opposition to principal, degree of involvement in school .
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activities. The union building representative, who was

always included in this sample, helped select the teacher

sample in some cases and always reviewed the selection for
4

balance. I spent one or two full days in each of twenty
Ah,-,14

efr.

schools, with the length of visit depending on their size.,

The 289 interviews of this study were semi-strilctured,

and varied in length from thirty minutes to two hOu Am

Throughout the research I made a concerted eff6rt to

triangulate information and responses, to disconfirm

hypotheses, and to seek a range'of views. Extensive notes

were taken during all interviews. These were later aitctitbd

onto tape and transcribed, yielding 2500 pages of fjead notes.,
. lh .4.

In addition to the interviews, I informally observedl$
r(4

classrooms, corridors, cafeterias, main offices, teacherOT

rooms and after-school activities. I attended several

faculty and one school board meeting when labor # s 'were

on the agenda. I collected copies of contracts; state es, 4

memos, teacher handbooks, union publications, district

publicatibns, and board policies from each Of the six istricts.

I have subscribed to local newspapers,for Six months ollow-

ing site visits in,order to follow current issues, e.g.,

negotiations, strikes, pending arbitrations.


